finally
we meet
Welcome to a new era in phone-conferencing

introducing

evoko minto

Say hello to the most important participant in your future
meetings. Say goodbye to background noise, distractions
and comments that can’t be heard. Evoko Minto is
intelligent, really easy to work with and all rather gorgeous.
With a remarkable ability to hear what’s important and
what isn’t. All thanks to a unique sound technology.
Ready for use with your mobile phone, tablet or laptop:
fast tracking you to the core of the meeting. Getting the
message through to everyone — wherever you are.

Welcome to a new era in phone-conferencing

great
team player
Evoko Minto operates smoothly with your mobile phone, tablet or laptop.
Working either through Bluetooth or cable, it takes only seconds to connect
and can be controlled through your own device. Thanks to the voice feedback
and the colored Halo Light you instantly know what is going on. The blue color,
showing you a Bluetooth device is connected, changes to green when a call is
active and instantly shifts to red when muted – letting you know you can speak
freely. Evoko Minto is such a colorful player in your team.
• Operates smoothly with mobile phone, tablet or laptop
• Connect with Bluetooth or cable and control through your own device
• Call via the cellular network or your preferred UC application
• Perfect for e.g. Microsoft Lync, Skype and Google Hangouts

really good
listener
Evoko Minto is unique in its ability to hear what’s really important.
Even in noisy environments and with people talking at different distances
or moving around. Four directive microphones alternate to capture only the
voice of the person talking and ignoring all distractions. No extra microphones are ever needed to easily cover rooms for 20 people – leaving out
all echoes and disturbing noises to deliver your message loud and clear to
everyone on the call. Evoko Minto is such a great listener.
• Patented sound-improvement software and four directive microphones for

5+5 m

state of the art echo cancellation, noise reduction and speech enhancement
• Easily covers rooms for 20 people - captures sound within a range
of 10 m (32 ft)

smooth
talker
Evoko Minto’s remarkable sound quality derives from more than a decade of
research. This has resulted in advanced and patented sound-improvement
software and a speaker that enhances the clarity of the human voice. When
you don’t want to be heard for some reason, just swipe your hand in the air
over the top. The Halo Light instantly turns red and the microphones are
muted so that you can speak freely. And apart from that, to give you all the
information you need, Evoko Minto itself speaks to you with voice instructions and status information. A real smooth talker…
• Sound technology based on a decade’s research
• Speaker that enhances the clarity of the human voice
• Want to speak freely? Air Swipe to mute
• Halo Light and Voice Feedback lets everyone know what’s going on

lovely to
be around
Evoko Minto is designed by the multiple award-winning Swedish designers
No Picnic. The design is one of the keys to great performance. So easy to use
that absolutely anyone can master it. Because it is battery powered, you can
use it instantly in any room you want. When finished, just put it on the Wall
Mount to charge and free up the space on the meeting room table. And while
there on the conference table, or even up on the wall being charged, you
have to admit: Evoko Minto is also lovely to look at.
• Design by the award winning Swedish designers No Picnic
• Use it anywhere – Minto is battery powered with 8 hours active talk time
• Store and charge on Wall Mount

meetings made magnificent
www.evoko.se

